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Authority Accountability And The Apostolic Movement
This book explores biblical values that critique the ecclesiology of the New Apostolic Reformation Church (NARC) and compares the ecclesiology
to other missional movements in the North American context. A biblical exegesis of Ephesians 4:11-13 as well as C. Peter Wagner's
conceptualization of an apostle and apostolic ministry allow the author to demonstrate the gap between the biblical perspective and Wagner's
concept of an apostle. The biblical role of an apostle is to make the church missional by emphasizing the concept of sending, whereas Wagner
sees the apostle as a church leader. Based upon interviews and participant observation in three NARCs, SuYeon Yoon describes the leadership
and ecclesiology based on their own self-descriptions. This book then demonstrates the gap between the biblical and conceptual ideals and the
reality of ecclesial practice. The author argues that the NARC serves as a charismatic manifestation of a similar cultural response to establish a
relational structure for church communities that can appropriately reflect upon and identify with the contemporary context. This implies that each
movement needs to be biblically sound, faithful to its conceptualization, and relevant to the context in order to cultivate its own way of being the
church.
The perfect gift! A specially priced, beautifully designed hardcover edition of The Joy of the Gospel with a foreword by Robert Barron and an
afterword by James Martin, SJ. “The joy of the gospel fills the hearts and lives of all who encounter Jesus… In this Exhortation I wish to
encourage the Christian faithful to embark upon a new chapter of evangelization marked by this joy, while pointing out new paths for the Church’s
journey in years to come.” – Pope Francis This special edition of Pope Francis's popular message of hope explores themes that are important for
believers in the 21st century. Examining the many obstacles to faith and what can be done to overcome those hurdles, he emphasizes the
importance of service to God and all his creation. Advocating for “the homeless, the addicted, refugees, indigenous peoples, the elderly who are
increasingly isolated and abandoned,” the Holy Father shows us how to respond to poverty and current economic challenges that affect us locally
and globally. Ultimately, Pope Francis demonstrates how to develop a more personal relationship with Jesus Christ, “to recognize the traces of
God’s Spirit in events great and small.” Profound in its insight, yet warm and accessible in its tone, The Joy of the Gospel is a call to action to live
a life motivated by divine love and, in turn, to experience heaven on earth. Includes a foreword by Robert Barron, author of Catholicism: A
Journey to the Heart of the Faith and James Martin, SJ, author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage
More than ever before, the Body of Christ needs a generation of godly leaders who can have influence without losing their integrity. God is
searching for those in whom He can safely entrust the authority of His kingdom and the mantle of leadership. In this book, David McCracken
gives leaders the spiritual understanding and practical outworking to carry the level of authority and power that God desires to flow through them.
An Incorruptible Heart gives prophetic and apostolic insight into the deeper heart issues of integrity, purity of motivation, intimacy with God,
accountability, servanthood, spiritual fatherhood and much more. If you want to finish well with greatness of character, this book will empower
your future success for God’s glory. 'An Incorruptible Heart’ is deeply challenging. It is written out of the depths of experiences of life, ministry and
significant Biblical understanding. It’s uncomfortable to have the mirror turned on you as it is read. However, one feels inward renewal as one
surrenders to the truth. In a fast moving Christian sub-culture it is worth making a priority read. IAN GREEN, NEXT LEVEL INTERNATIONAL,
ENGLAND With so much tragic failure in Christian ministries and leadership today, how must we face the new millennium? David McCracken
has done us all a great service in analysing and compiling the great themes of faithful leadership; servant hearts, yielded expectations,
accountability and intimacy with Christ; utterly necessary principles for us to honor the Lord in the great decade of harvest before us. My Dad (a
champion cyclist) once said to me: “Son, it’s not how you begin the race; it’s how you finish that counts.” David’s book will help you cross that line
a winner! WINKIE PRATNEY, International Speaker and Author, USA David McCracken’s excellent book reminds us of the power of an
incorruptible heart. I often say, “don’t trust a leader who doesn’t limp.” Meaning... people who have gone through the fires of trials, pressures,
crisis, pain, and disappointment, yet have decided to trust God and be people of integrity with a sweet spirit. Those who limp have been there and
have come out better. I listen to these people and learn. David is one of those people. His book is full of transparency, vulnerability, and wisdom
arising from the pressures of ministry and life. Throughout his writing he brings hope, inspiration, and faith to us who are looking for positive
examples. He reminds us of the critical truth that we must protect our heart from bitterness, walk the road of integrity, and keep tender to the
things of God and to the needs of people. DR WAYNE GOODALL, WORLDWIDE FAMILY, USA It is easy to see that this book has been forged
from the decades of ministry experienced by David, starting where we all start: young, zealous and naive to developing into very senior mature
leadership. David’s heart, his life, his experience, his blood sweat and tears are spilled onto these pages. What a book for Senior Pastors to keep
us on the “straight and narrow” in order to achieve what we all set out for. What a book for existing leadership to keep the hearts right and save
the “body” from the heartaches of the past. What a book for emerging leadership to forewarn them of the pitfalls that can await them. What a
book for the body of Christ at large to help the saints, both young and old, to grow into the full measure and stature of Christ. PETER
MORTLOCK, SENIOR PASTOR CITY IMPACT CHURCHES, NZ
When the Holy Spirit directed me to write this thesis it was after God had implemented the changes and corrections for the church and believers
began to benefit fully from the transition. I hope you will be blessed by the many wonderful testimonies throughout. The apostolic thesis is the first
of its kind. Not only does the Holy Spirit explain faith crisis and spiritual exploitation, but also uncovers the underlying root causes. God is
addressing a faith in crisis, a spiritual government in crisis, and belief systems that He did not authorize or sanctify in the name of Jesus Christ.
The church had suffered under the hands of many spiritual butchers, slicing and dicing faith this way and that. Each area of spiritual exploitation
has had a catastrophic and blinding influence on all facets of Christian life. Believers were led into a very confusing era. Ministers were constantly
rehashing faith programs as they sorted out their own failings, reducing covenant to a psychology. Ideas were tabled as quickly as they were
introduced. Thankfully, the church has now entered into a new apostolic era. God has restored His true culture of faith and heritage to the church,
helping believers understand once again the apostolic authority, calling, and anointing.
Aligning With The Apostolic, Volume 2
Christus Vivit
The life and Times of a Self-Made Prophet
Living Communion
Elders and Leaders
Analysing the Developing Ecclesiology of the Assemblies of God in Australia
Having Influence Without Losing Your Integrity

Transformation of the city was the battle cry in the 1990s. How far have we come since then? How do apostles fit into the
urban landscape? How do they line up with God's plans? C. Peter Wagner has been writing on these subjects for a
number of years, and now he brings city transformation and the role of apostles together in one volume. This book is a
call for apostles to assume their rightful sphere of authority to see God's will accomplished here on earth. Wagner relates
his decades of experiences and those of others, showing the role of apostles not only in the traditional church, but also
in the extended church. Apostles Today offers vision for the role of apostles in healthy churches, workplaces and cities.
Catholic ecclesiology stands at the threshold of a new moment in the reception of the Second Vatican Council. The
election of Pope Francis—coinciding with the fiftieth anniversary of the council—has inspired a fresh consideration of its
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teaching in such diverse areas as ecumenism, inculturation, missiology, and ministry. The chapters in this volume have
their origin in a special symposium that called together over forty of the leading Catholic scholars from throughout North
America in order to discuss the future of theological reflection on the church. The nine essays in this volume guided that
conversation and offer an entry into some of the most pressing issues in ecclesiology today.
This book develops an ecclesiological method used to describe and analyse the transitions in culture and structure of
Australian Pentecostal churches during the course of the twentieth century. These changes provide a case study of
global developments in Pentecostalism.
This volume proposes a fresh strategy for ecumenical engagement - 'Receptive Ecumenism' - that is fitted to the
challenges of the contemporary context and has already been internationally recognised as making a distinctive and
important new contribution to ecumenical thought and practice. Beyond this, the volume tests and illustrates this
proposal by examining what Roman Catholicism in particular might fruitfully learn from its ecumenical others.
Challenging the tendency for ecumenical studies to ask, whether explicitly or implicitly, 'What do our others need to learn
from us?', this volume presents a radical challenge to see ecumenism move forward into action by highlighting the
opposite question 'What can we learn with integrity from our others?' This approach is not simply ecumenism as shared
mission, or ecumenism as problem-solving and incremental agreement but ecumenism as a vital long-term programme
of individual, communal and structural conversion driven, like the Gospel that inspires it, by the promise of conversion
into greater life and flourishing. The aim is for the Christian traditions to become more, not less, than they currently are
by learning from, or receiving of, each other's gifts. The 32 original essays that have been written for this unique volume
explore these issues from a wide variety of denominational and disciplinary perspectives, drawing together
ecclesiologists, professional ecumenists, sociologists, psychologists, and organizational experts.
Governance, Accountability, and the Future of the Catholic Church
COVENANT THEOLOGY: A Critical Analysis Of Current Pentecostal Covenant Theology
A Critique of Authority and Submission Doctrines of the New Apostolic Reformation
Governance and Authority in the Roman Catholic Church
The Joy of the Gospel
Church
Collegiality in the Service of the Koinonia of the Church
God is progressively releasing into the earth powerful apostolic and prophetic anointings, and is restoring the
apostolic nature of the church itself Every Christian needs to prayerfully consider the message of this book, and
hear what the Spirit is saying to the church. The change is ongoing, and God is acting in the history of the
church and nations. The Apostolic Revelation unveils a series of dynamic concepts that are crucial to the life of
the church and the restoration of its apostolic power. It establishes benchmarks for the apostolic ministry, and
gives definition and substance to the new apostolic wineskin of the church. Here is a revelation of apostolic
methods, and God's heart for the church and its leadership. In this study, today's apostolic message is
harmonised with and grounded in the apostolic revelation of Christ given to Paul, the apostle to the Gentiles.
This work is the result of 13 years of inquiry, searching the mind of the Spirit regarding the place of apostles
today, and seeking to understand what it means for the church to be the mature apostolic church prepared for
the coming of Christ. Apostolic grace is for every believer. This book seeks to equip you to receive a greater
grace, and prepare you for the astounding days ahead.
Are apostles amongst us today? According to a growing section of the church, the answer is yes. This book
investigates and appraises that idea seeking answers to the following questions in the context of the church in
the USA and particularly Britain: Is there a robust scriptural justification for the charismatic apostolate (CA) that
most charismatic groups are proclaiming? How widespread is this belief and why has it become more
commonplace? What kind of apostles are being advocated by influential popular teachers? What does church
history and tradition have to offer to this idea? Is there a way to endorse and embrace ecumenically the CA?
Does the CA have a future in the universal church? These are important questions to answer for the sake of the
church's mission and health.
To young Christians of the world, Pope Francis has a message for you: "Christ is alive, and he wants you to be
alive!" In his fourth apostolic exhortation, Christus Vivit, Pope Francis encapsulates the work of the 2018 synod
of bishops on "Young People, The Faith, and Vocational Discernment." Pope Francis has always had a special
relationship with young people, and in his fatherly love for you he shows that: You can relate to young people in
Scripture who made a difference You identify with the Christ who is always young You face difficult issues in the
world today You yearn for the truth of the Gospel You are capable of amazing things when you respond to the
Gospel You learn and grow with help from the faithful of all generations You need bold and creative youth
ministry You can discover who God made you to be You are urged to pray for discernment Christus Vivit is
written for and to young people, but Pope Francis also wrote it for the entire Church, because, as he says,
reflecting on our young people inspires us all. "May the Holy Spirit urge you on as you run this race. The Church
needs your momentum, your intuitions, your faith. We need them! And when you arrive where we have not yet
reached, have the patience to wait for us."
This book examines different authority teachings and practices common in the so-called New Apostolic
Reformation Movement and in many independent Evangelical churches. Topics often heard within that
movement deal with issues such as: church government and order, ruling over, honor/culture of honor, authority
and submission, loyalty, spiritual fathering and sonship, spiritual covering/apostolic covering" and others. This
book critiques these themes and finds them to be biblically without merit as typically presented and toxic in
their harmful effects in those who have had the misfortune to be exposed to them. Many who may ask an honest
question of leadership are often accused of being disloyal, being "wounded," having a problem with submission
to authority, or having a "Jezebel spirit," the so-called "set-man," and other controlling canards. This book will
equip readers with the ability to resist the forceful presentation of the distorted doctrines. It will help those who
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have experienced these things recover from the damage that they have endured, and it will inoculate others
who have not been exposed to the abusive doctrines. This book provides antidotes and solutions for healthy
relationships in a new covenant community of grace that does not capitulate to the anarchic spirit of our times
under the guise of spiritual liberty.
A Fresh Look at Leadership, Authority, & Accountability;
The Apostolic Canopy
Evangelii Gaudium
Apostolic and Prophetic Foundations 101
Exploring a Way for Contemporary Ecumenism
Becoming a Next-Level Prophet
Making Sense of Contemporary Charismatic Apostolates: A Historical and Theological Appraisal
This book explores the technological innovations and management practices of evangelical Christian religions. Beginning from the late
19th century, the author examines the evangelical church's increasing appropriation of business practices from the secular world as
solutions to organizational problems. He notes especially the importance of the church growth movement and the formation of church
networks. Particular attention is paid to the history of evangelical uses of computer technology, including connections the Christian Right
has made within Silicon Valley. Most significantly, this book offers one of the first academic explorations of the use of cybernetics, systems
theory and complexity theory by evangelical leaders and management theorists.
Eddie Gibbs candidly analyzes new church models while proposing nine areas in which the church will need to transform to be biblically
true to its message and mission.
Prophets aren't sharpened in an instant. They must go through a "making" process to shape their character and burn off their impurities
through experiencing the ways of God. As you explore your prophetic calling, you will understand your prophetic mission--and what it takes
to progress through each level on your way to fulfilling your God-given destiny. In Becoming a Next-Level Prophet, author, speaker, and
apostolic prophet Jennifer LeClaire encourages and challenges you to sharpen your prophetic edge through obedience, willingness,
humility, selflessness, prayer, warfare, holiness, faithfulness, and accountability. She urges you to mature in your anointing and to be a
good steward of the gifts with which God has entrusted you, pointing more people to Jesus. As spiritual warfare increases and the world is
in desperate need for the clear voice of God, it is crucial that his prophets rise up with power and maturity.
Drawing on the wisdom and teaching experience of highly respected theologians, the Engaging Theology series builds a firm foundation for
graduate study and other ministry formation programs. Each of the volumes 'Scripture, Jesus, God, Anthropology, and Church 'is
concerned with retrieving, carefully evaluating, and constructively interpreting the Christian tradition. Comprehensive in scope and
accessibly written, these volumes, used together or independently, will stimulate rich theological reflection and discussion. More important,
the series will create and sustain the passion of the next generation of theologians and church leaders. Paul Lakeland's recent awardwinning books on the place of the laity in the contemporary Roman Catholic Church have prepared him well to take on this ecclesiology
from below." While paying close attention to the classical "marks of the Church, "Lakeland's focus is on what we can learn about the
nature of the Church as living communion by examining the values and practices of ordinary believers. Following the advice of Bernard
Lonergan, Lakeland adopts a resolutely inductive approach to ecclesial reflection. He explores ten questions that the Church must address,
both those that affect the internal workings of the faith community and those that have to do with its relationships to other groups, religious
and secular. Finally, he offers a constructive proposal for a contextual ecclesiology of the U.S. Catholic Church that utilizes the images of
hospice, pilgrim, immigrant, and pioneer.
An Incorruptible Heart
How God Is Leading His Church into the Future
An Ecumenical Reflection on Hermeneutic Boundaries and Their Implications for Inter-church Relations
Pentecostal Churches in Transition
Aligning With The Apostolic, Volume 1
The Five-Fold Effect
Apostles And The Apostolic Movement In The Seven Mountains Of Culture

Spiritual error is never a flat issue of doctrinal aberration or bad theology. It is at a deeper level a twist in our thinking about
God, and a distortion in our views of ourselves and other people. Error is devious business precisely because it departs from
the spirit and content of the Christian Scriptures while purporting to illuminate them. It force-fits the exegesis to get there
and introduces its version of special revelation to jump the bumps in biblical interpretation. But the real evil lurks in
recasting the package as God’s message for the times. Every listener is pressed into the corner and compelled to make an
ultimate decision: to remain faithful and embrace this fuller “truth,” or reject it and be consigned to the margins of God’s
Kingdom. New truth becomes its own gospel, foisting a burden on ordinary believers, with God’s pleasure or displeasure
hovering over what they do with the new message. This device is shamelessly perpetuated in the contemporary PentecostalCharismatic world. Quite apart from the content, this methodology is devilish business and spiritual bullying.
Strong leadership in the church is exactly what God had in mind. However, very few people, Gene Getz believes, understand
the biblical pattern for church leadership. He has written Elders and Leaders to unravel the mystery and alleviate the
confusion surrounding this critical topic. In the first part of the book, Getz lays the historical and biblical groundwork for
the position of elder. In the second part, he shares how he has applied or has seen these principles applied over the years.
Jesus revealed Himself to be the cornerstone of the church. But He has built His church, and continues to build it, through
apostles and prophets, people who are empowered by the Holy Spirit. Now a leader of the New Apostolic Reformation gives
us new insights into how the people called to crucial roles in the church--apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastor and
teachers--must work together to fulfill their divine purpose. For the first time since the Early Church, God is harnessing
apostles and prophets to fulfill the promises of His divine plan. Prepare to play your part!
Volume 1 includes Introduction & Overview. Written by Seventy Apostles and Apostolic Leaders from around the world and
across the Seven Mountains (Spheres) of Culture, Aligning With the Apostolic is a pioneering, groundbreaking study and
practical application and demonstration of the role and function of modern apostles in both the marketplace and the
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ecclesiastical realm, as well as the apostolic movement sweeping the earth today. Aligning With the Apostolic provides an
unprecedented overview of the scope, nature, depth and breadth of the calling, function, gift, and office of apostles, and their
role and function in the broader society and Kingdom of God as well as the church. This historic, five-volume series is edited
by Dr. Bruce Cook, with Forewords by Drs. Peter Wagner, Bill Hamon, Lance Wallnau, Paula Price, Gordon Bradshaw, John
Muratori and other leading apostles such as Rich Marshall, Lynn Scarborough, Johnny Enlow, and the late Kent
Humphreys. The anthology also includes endorsements from John Eckhardt, Elisabeth Cochrane, Dr. Chuck Pierce, Dr.
Elizabeth Hairston, and numerous others. Contributing Authors include Bill Johnson, Dr. Rick Joyner, Kent Humphreys, Dr.
Tommi Femrite, Alice Patterson, Stephanie Klinzing, Dr. Joseph Umidi, Dr. Joseph Mattera, Mark Pfeifer, Sharon Billins,
Jon Grieser, Ray Hughes, Axel Sippach, Al Caperna, Tom Webb, Ken Beaudry, Dr. Tim Hamon, John Anderson, Dr. Mark
Kauffman, Ed Turose, Dennis Wiedrick, Lorne Tebbutt, Dr. Gayle Rogers, Candace Long, Paul Cuny, Dick and Dr. Arleen
Westerhof, Christopher James, Daniel Geraci, Dr. Gordon Bradshaw, Dr. John Muratori, Dr. Paula Price, LaRue Adkinson,
Larry Tyler, Fernando Guillen, Dr. Lee Ann Marino, Max Greiner Jr., Tim Taylor, Charlie Fisher, Dr. Doug Atha, Laurie
Boyd, Kari Browning, Lloyd Phillips, Dr. Kluane Spake, Dr. Stan DeKoven, Dr. Tony Dale, Dr. Philip Byler, Dr. Michael
Scantlebury, Curtis Gillespie, Dr. Stan Jeffery, Gary Beaton, Wende Jones, Dr. Carl White Jr., Dr. Erik Kudlis, Dr. John
Burpee, Robert Henderson, Bob Cathers, Dr. Nick Castellano, Duncan Campbell, Dr. David Andrade, Dr. Ted Baehr, Dr.
Berin Gilfillan, Dr. A.L. (Papa) Gill, Henry Falany, Dr. Michelle Morrison, James Nesbit, Cal Pierce, Walt Pilcher, Morris
Ruddick, Mark Henderson, and Dr. Bruce Cook.
The Restorer - Large Format
Reformed Systematic Theology, Volume 1
Who is Your Covering?
Authority, Accountability and the Apostolic Movement
Catholic Ecclesiology for the Third Millennium
The Reformation of the Church
Apostles and Prophets
' . . . a comprehensive, balanced and perceptive account'--Michael Grimshaw, NZ Listener 'This
account by Massey University history professor Peter Lineham is fascinating, detailed and more
nuanced than the media coverage Tamaki attracted. Lineham puts the ambitious church in context,
nationally and internationally.' --Philip Matthews, Weekend Press While Destiny Church began in
1998, it rose to notoriety in 2004 with its 'Enough is Enough' march against what it deemed
society's declining moral standards. Destiny and its leader Brian Tamaki have since become a
significant - if controversial - presence in New Zealand's religious, political and Maori
worlds. But what is Destiny? What does it stand for? Who are its followers? Destiny, written by
respected commentator Peter Lineham, is the first full and independent account of the church
and its personnel. With unprecedented access to its inner workings, including interviews with
Bishop Brian Tamaki and other pastors, Lineham reveals the truth about the man and the
movement, addressing the public's questions and fears, and delivering a fascinating picture of
the organisation on the eve of launching its 'City of God'.
Volume 2 includes Apostolic Government & Apostolic Foundations. Written by Seventy Apostles and
Apostolic Leaders from around the world and across the Seven Mountains (Spheres) of Culture,
Aligning With the Apostolic is a pioneering, groundbreaking study and practical application and
demonstration of the role and function of modern apostles in both the marketplace and the
ecclesiastical realm, as well as the apostolic movement sweeping the earth today. Aligning With
the Apostolic provides an unprecedented overview of the scope, nature, depth and breadth of the
calling, function, gift, and office of apostles, and their role and function in the broader
society and Kingdom of God as well as the church. This historic, five-volume series is edited
by Dr. Bruce Cook, with Forewords by Drs. Peter Wagner, Bill Hamon, Lance Wallnau, Paula Price,
Gordon Bradshaw, John Muratori and other leading apostles such as Rich Marshall, Lynn
Scarborough, Johnny Enlow, and the late Kent Humphreys. The anthology also includes
endorsements from John Eckhardt, Elisabeth Cochrane, Dr. Chuck Pierce, Dr. Elizabeth Hairston,
and numerous others. Contributing Authors include Bill Johnson, Dr. Rick Joyner, Kent
Humphreys, Dr. Tommi Femrite, Alice Patterson, Stephanie Klinzing, Dr. Joseph Umidi, Dr. Joseph
Mattera, Mark Pfeifer, Sharon Billins, Jon Grieser, Ray Hughes, Axel Sippach, Al Caperna, Tom
Webb, Ken Beaudry, Dr. Tim Hamon, John Anderson, Dr. Mark Kauffman, Ed Turose, Dennis Wiedrick,
Lorne Tebbutt, Dr. Gayle Rogers, Candace Long, Paul Cuny, Dick and Dr. Arleen Westerhof,
Christopher James, Daniel Geraci, Dr. Gordon Bradshaw, Dr. John Muratori, Dr. Paula Price,
LaRue Adkinson, Larry Tyler, Fernando Guillen, Dr. Lee Ann Marino, Max Greiner Jr., Tim Taylor,
Charlie Fisher, Dr. Doug Atha, Laurie Boyd, Kari Browning, Lloyd Phillips, Dr. Kluane Spake,
Dr. Stan DeKoven, Dr. Tony Dale, Dr. Philip Byler, Dr. Michael Scantlebury, Curtis Gillespie,
Dr. Stan Jeffery, Gary Beaton, Wende Jones, Dr. Carl White Jr., Dr. Erik Kudlis, Dr. John
Burpee, Robert Henderson, Bob Cathers, Dr. Nick Castellano, Duncan Campbell, Dr. David Andrade,
Dr. Ted Baehr, Dr. Berin Gilfillan, Dr. A.L. (Papa) Gill, Henry Falany, Dr. Michelle Morrison,
James Nesbit, Cal Pierce, Walt Pilcher, Morris Ruddick, Mark Henderson, and Dr. Bruce Cook.
The five-fold plan of Ephesians 4:11–16 is a revolutionary approach to organizational
leadership. When people use their apostolic, prophetic, evangelistic, teaching, and pastoral
gifts while working together under the Holy Spirit’s guidance, any organization they are
involved in—whether a business, a church, or even a small committee—can tap into supernatural
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resources more powerful than they can imagine, leading to success that is potentially
unlimited. Could your organization enjoy that kind of success? Read this practical guide to
making it happen. The start of a revolutionary movement in organizational leadership! Dr. John
E. Mulford, Director, Regent University Center for Entrepreneurship The Five-fold Effect will
help any leader take his or her organization to the next level. Dr. Carlos Campo, President,
Regent University The first whole book I am aware of that focuses on how the five-fold gifts
fit into the workplace. It is well-thought out, well-researched, and well-written. I could not
have written it any better! Dr. C. Peter Wagner, Apostolic Ambassador, Global Spheres Walt’s
successful career and experience in church and non-profit organizations make him exceptionally
qualified for writing this book. I highly recommend it. Randy Clark, Founder, Global Awakening
As we sort out the roles of believers in the 7 Mountains, I can’t wait to see the impact The
Five-fold Effect will have. Dr. Lance Wallnau, President, Lance Learning Group A sure biblical
foundation for growth. Rodney Odom, Senior Leader, Grace Church, High Point, NC Apply its
wisdom in your life, family, church, business, and/or sphere of influence. Dr. Bruce Cook,
author and President, VentureAdvisors, Inc.
The Apostolic Canopy is a book that describes the relationship dynamics of the fivefold
ministry: apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and teachers. This book addresses these
individual roles and how they work together to reach and equip God's people to establish his
kingdom. For too long the notion that apostles existed only in the first century or so of
church history is no longer a valid argument. Today, it is evident that the fivefold ministry
is rapidly emerging and mobilizing for the end time revival harvest that will sweep the globe.
Apostles play the preeminent role among God's government, hence, the Apostolic Canopy. In this
book you will understand the functional and relational dynamics of the Apostolic Canopy model.
For you to embrace this model you must first understand and appreciate the role that each of
the fivefold ministries plays in a person's life to reach, develop and send them to their
destiny. Joel Garcia, a Senior Associate Pastor at the International Church of Las Vegas, for
the past fourteen years has been actively involved in just about every facet of local church
ministry with the exception of women's ministry. His latest endeavor has been preparing a team
and planting of an extension campus in the south area of Las Vegas. In just the first two
months the church has grown to over 200 people. Joel is currently pursuing his Master's degree
from Regent University in Organizational Leadership with an emphasis in executing coaching and
mentoring, and has established his own executive coaching and consulting practice for the
purpose of equipping church pastors and leaders, and marketplace executives to become more
effective leaders. Joel and his wife Robyn have been married for the past 22 years and
currently live in the Summerlin Community of Las Vegas with their three wonderful children
Ashley, Joeley and Grant. Joel can be contacted at thejogargroup@aol.com.
How To Build A World-Class Apostolic Center
Revelation and God
Beginning a Conversation
An Invitation to Increase in Your Gift
Apostolic Government in the 21st Century
Toward a Twenty-First Century Biblical, Apostolic Church
101 Things Every Pastor Should Know

It?s one thing to pastor, but quite another thing to know how to pastor effectively! In
addressing this issue, 101 Things Every Pastor Should Know yields a wealth of ideas and
practical application gleaned from the author?s fifty years of ministry experience. Practically
every question a pastor could ask is discussed?from how to prepare sermons to how to deal
with offenses to how to avoid burnout.Relevant, timely, and practical, this little book will
instill confidence that you can fulfill the call of God on your life to take care of His sheep. The
lessons extracted will not only make you a better pastor but will also encourage you to share
with other pastors the ?101 things every pastor should know.?
There is a new apostolic movement afoot, and it is leading many from the simplicity of the
pure gospel. To be legitimate, the teaching emphasis and ministry expression of present-day
apostles and prophets must reflect a correct gospel foundation: . the person and work of
Christ as its focus, . spiritual death and resurrection as its method, . and the indwelling Spirit
as its power. Instead, the new apostolic reformation movement, with its emphasis on
apostolic authority, "spiritual covering," loyalty, honor, submission, and government, has
become the vehicle to build the philosophies and kingdoms of men. Dr. Stephen Crosby's third
book, Authority, Accountability, and the Apostolic Movement, probes these and other
authority/submission issues from a biblically disciplined, Christ-centered, New Covenant
perspective. Within these pages, every believer, church leader, apostle, or prophet who may
have wandered from the simplicity of the gospel can find the road to recovery. Oh, where was
this book when I was in seminary!? As the fourth in a spiritual lineage of shipwrecked
preachers, I can testify to the life-threatening impact brought on by the stress of liv-ing under
a faulty understanding of authority and control in the church. I have one thing to say about
this book: better late than never! This book is a must read for all Christians. -Pastor Chris
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Savino, Wasilla, AK Dr. Stephen Crosby and his wife, Rita, have pioneered churches in four
states and ministered in churches, seminars, and Bible schools internationally. Steve
graduated from Corning Community College, Corning, NY and Christian International School of
Theology, Santa Rosa Beach, FL and is an adjunct professor for BeaconUniversity Insti-tute of
Ministry. Steve and Rita currently direct the Wave of Life Education Schools and Semi-nars
and itinerate in prophetic-apostolic ministry. They have three grown children and five
grandchildren.
"Greg has been led of the Holy Spirit to capture what the Lord is doing in this new apostolic
age" says Che Ahn. Apostolic Governance provides insight into the spiritual, leadership,
administrative, and legal dynamics of governing a ministry apostolically. It is a how-to guide
of building healthy ministries that advance the Kingdom of God. Apostolic Governance takes
us beyond pastoring local congregations to creating communities of expanding influence with
social and economic impact. It's a blueprint for building powerful and healthy apostolic
ministries that enlarge our perception regarding what is possible. God has called us to bring
heaven to earth. With an apostolic mindset, our Kingdom communities can shape cultures,
transform cities, and disciple nations.
Authority, Accountability, and the Apostolic Movement
Foundational Studies for the Apostolic and Prophetic Ministries
Find Your Promised Land
Bishops in Communion
The Apostolic Revelation
The Changing Church
Quantum Changes in How We Do Ministry
The Ragged Pursuit of Truth
This book provides theological foundations for Episcopal collegiality in the Church of England, the worldwide Anglican
Communion, and the wider ecumenical scene.
Proceedings of a conference held Mar. 28-30, 2003 at Yale University. Includes bibliographical references (p. 203-228) and index.
The church needs good theology that engages the head, heart, and hands. This four-volume work combines rigorous historical
and theological scholarship with application and practicality—characterized by an accessible, Reformed, and experiential
approach. In this volume, Joel R. Beeke and Paul M. Smalley explore the first two of eight central themes of theology: revelation
and God.
Peter Wagner tells readers exactly how they can contribute to the Church's worldwide fulfillment of God's kingdom on earth! "The
Changing Church" sheds light on the exciting things that are happening by the power of the Holy Spirit! The Church is being
aligned with God's plan for the Great Harvest. While we might feel small in the scheme of things, we can make a huge impact
when we unite with what God is doing worldwide. This new vision overlooks denominational barriers, asking one and all to join
together for the ultimate fulfillment of God's purposes!
Must My Church Die?
Destiny: The Life and Times of a Self-Made Apostle
Unlocking Power Leadership for Amazing Results in Your Organization
Receptive Ecumenism and the Call to Catholic Learning
A Critique of the New Apostolic Reformation Church in North America
Authority, Accountability, and the Apostolic Movement

A multi-contributor discussion of authority in the Roman Catholic Church, looked at from the standpoints of theology, history, sociology and
psychology. Taken as a whole, the book raises important questions about the style of authority currently practised in that Church.
The purpose of the wilderness is about what God wants to do in our life. Ever since the fall recorded in Genesis, man has lost their identity,
power and authority given to them by God. Without this power and authority, man will never be able to take dominion in this world. When our
identity, power and authority have been restored, then He wants to prepare us for the work ahead. The reason why God brings us into the
wilderness is to prepare each believer to be able to release their potential. Before we are able to be used by God mightily, He wants to
change our character and filter out all the unnecessary things that we have learned in this world. It is a time where man has to learn how to
be dependent upon God. This dependence starts in the wilderness where there is absolutely nothing. God wants all of us to put our total trust
upon Him and that He will provide all the necessities that we need. God wants His people to experience the supernatural provision that He
offers. This is especially true for people who desire to be future leaders in the Kingdom. This does not only refer to people in leadership but
also people who live their life in the marketplace. People need to know and understand how God provides in their life and how He wants to
use them in their field. In order for people to understand how God works, they need to be transformed through a season of testing. This
season of testing is where God actually wants to build up our character. Our character needs to be changed to that of God. Without a
character transformation, we will always reflect what we learn in the world. We need to get rid of everything that was attached to our life that
doesnt reflect the characteristics of God. This is done in the wilderness because in the wilderness, since there is nothing, we cant help but
rely on God. As we rely on God more, then the things that have been attached to our life will start to fall off. Everything that was attached has
to come off. When everything comes off, then God will put His Words and traits upon our life. That is why character is so important. It reflects
Gods traits. People never look at character as an important aspect in life. Character is often ignored or overlooked. However, to God, it is an
important quality. When we are ultimately changed by God, then as we come out of our wilderness experience, we will come out with
supernatural power to establish His Kingdom here on earth. Since we learn of His supernatural provision, we will also learn of His
supernatural power.The whole process of the wilderness experience is receiving the anointing of God upon our life. With the anointing of
God, we will be able to accomplish much. When the world says it takes talents and skill to accomplish much, to God it is all about the
anointing. Our wilderness experience will release the anointing that is upon our life. The anointing is very crucial in a believers life. Just as
Jesus was anointed to fulfill His purpose while on earth, we need to be anointed to fulfill the purpose of God in our life. This cant happen
unless we are totally changed and dependent upon God. Everyone needs to go through their wilderness experience to receive the anointing
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Get Free Authority Accountability And The Apostolic Movement
of God.
UPDATED EDITION. The focus of this teaching and study material is to bring clarity and understanding to the apostolic and prophetic offices,
and also to the apostolic and prophetic anointings. These lessons will help individuals to recognize the operations of these anointings in the
lives of believers.
This work examines the nature of authority in the Christian Church through analysis of major reform movements of the 16th Century and
major ecumenical documents of the 20th Century. Authority in the Church begins with a probing historical analysis of authority as expressed
in five competing ecclesial models of the 16th Century: Martin Luther, John Calvin, the Anabaptists, Thomas Cranmer, and the Council of
Trent. It follows this analysis with a theological evaluation of authority in the church as expressed in the ecumenical conversations between
the Catholic and Protestant traditions in the 20th Century. This approach employs a hermeneutic method in which the historical analysis
proceeds from the vantage point of 20th Century ecumenical conversations and issues raised in the sixteenth century debates inform the
theological analysis. Out of this interaction, Downton proposes a three-fold model of authority comprised of textual, existential, and ministerial
aspects as a common framework for engaging the issue of authority productively in ecumenical context.
God's Plan for Leading the Church - A Biblical, Historical and Cultural Perspective
Apostolic Governance In The 21st Century
A Church with Open Doors
Historical Drift
Apostles Today
Faith Crisis
God's Intelligent Design for Christ-Centered Spiritual Transformation

Historical Drift—This book helps define, diagnose, detect and reverse historical drift. Must my
church die, you ask? The vision dims, the core values shift, the passion fades, the original
moorings are left behind. You are not alone in your question. There are others like you,
Christian leaders, both lay and clergy, who want to see our churches return to the basic issues
of doctrine and faith.
Spinning Pentecostal-Charismatic Belief
Authority in the Church
ChurchNext
The Foundation of the Church
Technology, Management and the Evangelical Church
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